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Burris Company is owned by Beretta Holding S.p.A. Site by Gray Loon. Alabama Alaska Arizona
Arkansas California Colorado Connecticut Delaware District of Columbia Florida Georgia Hawaii
Idaho Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Kentucky Louisiana Maine Maryland Massachusetts Michigan
Minnesota Mississippi Missouri Montana Nebraska Nevada New Hampshire New Jersey New Mexico
New York North Carolina North Dakota Ohio Oklahoma Oregon Pennsylvania Rhode Island South
Carolina South Dakota Tennessee Texas Utah Vermont Virginia Washington West Virginia Wisconsin
Wyoming Use Current Location Getting Location. International Dealers First Responder Program
Customer Service Support Center Warranty Info Product Registration Manuals FAQs Promotions
Search Search form Search Hunting Scopes Close Hunting Scopes At Burris we know exactly how
much hunting season means to you, because we are passionate hunters too. In the field, it is all
about reliability. The Burris hunting line of riflescopes builds on over 40 years of optical engineering
experience to offer scopes with clarity and unfailing reliability. We guarantee it. These are the
scopes you will pass along to the next generation of hunters. They also can pull double duty as a
hunting scope. Whatever the use, the goal is the same absolute accuracy and unfailing reliability.
Take your glassing to a higher level with the premium glass and rugged body of Burris binoculars
and spotting scopes. Scope Selector Custom Knobs Reticles Ballistic Tools Signature HD Binoculars
High quality HD glass Droptine Binoculars Affordable comfort in a Burris bino Signature HD
Spotting HD glass, and a few tricks up its sleeve Signature HD Optics Preseason Success Youtube
Rings and Mounts Close Rings and Mounts Success relies on starting with a solid foundation. Burris
is famous for extremely highquality mounting options for a variety of applications. Signature rings
with adjustable polymer inserts and PEPR cantilever mounts are legendary in shooting
circles.http://www.norrlandet.se/userfiles/dell-948-fax-manual.xml
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It’s a way of life. Burris has always been a part of that life. Now we’re able to participate online with
blogs, videos and social media. Reticle Options We have a reticle for everyone. Burris Blog Behind
the scenes, product info and more Email List Subscribe and be the first to know. Legacy Products
Full list of our legacy products. Legal Patents, Trademarks and Rights Burris Gear Close Burris Gear
We have hats and shirts, of course. But did you know that Burris also sells most scopes and sights
directly. Just look for an Add to Cart option below every product. Available to US residents only.
Free Shipping! Custom Knobs Reticles Ballistic Tools Burris Accessories Accessories Burris Hats
Burris branded hats Burris Shirts Representing, and looking good. Legal Patents, Trademarks and
Rights Burris Gear Burris Accessories Accessories Burris Hats Burris branded hats Burris Shirts
Representing, and looking good. Learn how you can enable Javascript. One Time Offers have limited
quantities available and usually once they are sold out, they are not offered again.The SpeedDot
features 11 brightness settings and is available in a 3 MOA dot size for precision shooting.You can
learn more about the cookies we use and why we use them by viewing our Privacy Policy. By
continuing to use our site, you accept our use of cookies. Learn more about our ReturnIf you cannot
upgrade your browser or use an alternative device to visit us,And why not Burris Speed Dot 135
35mm Tube RedDot Scope s a sight that holds up to brutal punishment, the Red Dot Scope delivers a
crisp, perfectly round, bright, adjustable brightness dot, Burris SpeedDot 1X 35mm RedDot Sight s
waterproof and fog proof and has optics with fully coated lenses for a bright, clear sight picture. A
huge fieldofview provides fast target acquisition and the fully coated lenses offer a crisp, clear,
nonreflective sight picture.http://iohrp.org/f_files/dell-9400-owners-manual.xml

Featuring 11 brightness settings, Burris SpeedDot135 Red Dot Sight is available in either a 3MOA
size dot for precision shooting or an 11MOA dot for superfast action shooting. Since Burris
introduced the Burris SpeedDot 135 Red Dot Sight and Burris have been overwhelmed by its
enthusiastic reception. And why not Burris Speed Dot 135 35mm Tube RedDot Scope s a sight that
holds up to brutal punishment, the Red Dot Scope delivers a crisp, perfectly round, bright,
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adjustable brightness dot, Burris SpeedDot 1X 35mm RedDot Sight s waterproof and fog proof and
has optics with fully coated lenses for a bright, clear sight picture. The warranty is automatically
transferred to future owners. Shoot with confidence youre covered by the Burris Forever Warranty.
Great value for the money. 3mm dot is great for fine accurate shootingI ordered this Burris
specifically because it was one.Its main flaw is the very Short Life of the batterie. I use this sight for
wild boar driver hunt, and in two days the battery is gone.The sight is easy to zero and holds it very
well. The red dot is a tad blurry at the brighter settings, but for the most part its solid so its not a big
deal. My gripe is the moun.So far am happy with my purchase. Always interested in purchasing
quality guns, either single pieces or collections. Prices listed are for cash, cashiers checks, or money
orders and reflect a 4% cash discount. This 4% will be added to all credit or debit card purchases
and is nonrefundable if item is returned for any reason. By clicking buy it or following through with
this card transaction you are agreeing to this nonrefundable fee. No personal checks. Iowa residents
add 7% sales tax. We do offer layaway, call for terms. We do take quality or collectible firearms in on
trade. For all modern firearms purchases we need a legible copy of your local dealers FFL Federal
Firearms License by mail, fax, or email. You have a 3 day inspection on all items.

If you do not agree with our description you can send the item back for a refund of the purchase
price. Shipping charges and credit card fees will not be refunded. Check your local gun laws before
purchase. If you live in a less than gun friendly city or state it is your responsibility to verify that the
item you intend to purchase is legal to own and be sent there before clicking buy it. If the item is
shipped and you are legally unable to finalize the transaction you are responsible for shipping
charges both ways and a 15% restocking fee. Current Subscribers Click Here. Here is a look at three
of the newest. Before 1975, nobody in America knew what an electronic dot sight was. That year a
Swedish company introduced something called the Aimpoint to the U.S. market. The Aimpoint was a
flattish little box about four inches long with small lens apertures at both ends.But American hunters
yawned and shrugged. A picture of him holding the gun made the cover of the NRA s American
Rifleman. And everything changed. It was no joke that when the newly crowned 1992 USPSA
National Champion, Todd Jarrett, stepped to the microphone to accept his title his first words were
to thank Duracell batteries. Competition shooting was changed forever. And in much the same way
that hightech vehicle performance features that win races soon find their way into your family car,
so did ordinary shooters and hunters quickly catch on to the benefits of electronic sights and begin
to use them in large numbers for the applications their inventors had envisioned. Each represents a
very different technical design approach. Burris SpeedDot 135 Wellknown scopemaker Burris Dept.
ST, 311 E. 8th St., Greeley, CO 80631; www.burrisoptics.com entered the electronicsight
marketplace a little over two years ago with the introduction of its initial SpeedDot 135.



http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/77658

Like most such nonmagnifying optical sights, it looks much like a stubby 1X scope with lenses at
both ends and external windage and elevation adjustment knobs. Tube diameter is 1.36 inches, with
35mm objective and ocular lenses. The tube is nitrogen filled and sealed to be waterproof and
fogproof. Optics are fully coated for nonreflective sight picture. Overall finish for the SpeedDot 135
and accessories is matte black. Each SpeedDot 135 comes fully equipped with everything needed to
mount and goincluding a pair of Weavertype 35mm mounting rings that will fit standard Weavertype
crosscut bases, a screwon tube extension sunscreen to deflect lowangled external light, lens covers,
and an industrystandard No. 2032 camera battery with 200hourplus use life replacement batteries
are available anywhere batteries are sold. The authors SpeedDot has held up through 1500
fullpower.41 Magnum rounds with no problems or shift in position of its 50yard zero. The battery is
placed inside the brightnesssetting ring on top of the scope body. Battery replacement is simple, via
a coin slot in the cap, but you have to remember that merely turning the coin will rotate the whole
adjustment ring and not unscrew the cap. To open the battery compartment, you have to grip the
brightness setting ring and hold it in place while using the coin to unscrew the cap from the ring.
These angular measurements translate into approximately three inches and 11 inches
targetcoverage subtension at 100 yards. The threeminute dot is preferred by precision shooters and
hunters seeking exact shot placement. It essentially marks the Xring of a standard NRA bullseye
target at 25 yards. The 11minute dot is the choice of actionpistol competitors and speed shooters
because of its high visibility and quick acquisition for relatively large targets at close distances.
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To acquire some practical assessment of these claims, I provided the 11MOA SpeedDot 135 sample
Burris sent to Shooting Times to an avid local trapleague competitor who put it on his 12gauge
Remington 1187 and has used it continuously for practice and matches throughout the 2001 summer
league sessions. His round count is now over 3000 rounds fired with no failures, malfunctions, or
shifts of zero. Ive put m ore than 1500 rounds under it with no problems and no shift in the precision
of its 50yard zero. So far, Id rate the SpeedDot 135 as being as good as a dot sight gets. Bushnell
HOLOsight II The initial HOLOsight model from Bushnell Dept. ST, 9200 Cody, Overland Park, KS
66214; www.bushnell.com was the first major technological advance in electronic sight design to
come after the original concept of a parallaxfree internalprojected reticle as embodied in the
Aimpoint and all subsequent tubestyle electronic sights. The difference between the HOLOsight and
a conventional dot sight such as the SpeedDot 135 is subtle but significant. Both are nonmagnifying
and parallaxfree. Both offer headsup, botheyesopen viewing of the target, with aiming points
displayed as electronically generated images. However, the dot reticle of a tube design is projected
to function as a conventional optical reticle within the sight body i.e., between the ocular and
objective lenses, much like a conventional scope reticle. And if your arms are more than 10 feet long,
youre on the wrong planet. With a HOLOsight, if you can see the reticle and its against the target,
youre on assuming its zeroed, of course. Head and gun do not have to be perfectly aligned. The laser
diode in a HOLOsight is a federaldefinition Class II Laser Product, operating at 0.08 milliwatts and
650 nanometer wavelengthmuch less power than a Class III lasersighting device but still not
something to look directly into.
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The illuminating beam is completely blocked by the sight housing and is visible only if the housing is
broken. The visible holographic reticle image is not the laser but is merely illuminated by the laser
so you can stare at it all day long. And because the laser holograph does not actually illuminate the
target but merely creates the illusion of a lighted aiming point against the target, the HOLOsight is
legal for hunting anywhere a conventional illuminatedreticle scope is legal in some states actual
projectedbeam laser aiming devices are not. As just a rough guide, the circle that surrounds the dot
subtends the approximate diameter of a 12gauge trap load shot cloud at 30 yards. When youre
shooting clay targets, if the bird is inside the circle when you press the trigger, its powder. The
setup also has obvious applications for moving target lead and longrange trajectory compensation.
The differences between the original HOLOsight and the new HOLOsight II are primarily size plus
several added functional features. The firstgeneration HOLOsight was actually quite bulkyalmost as
big as a fullsize tube sight, in spite of being a lensfree singlepane sight. The HOLOsight II is much
smaller. The only negative has been the largish size. Im really looking forward to HOLOsight III.
Tasco Optima 2000 Tascos Optima 2000 Dept. It utilizes a singlepane viewing window with
laserilluminated Class II LED reticleimage generation. The most notable aspect of the Optima 2000
is its extraordinarily compact size; its not much larger than many adjustable targetgrade rear
ironsight mechanisms. The sight body fits into a mounting base a Weavertype crosscut clamp is
standard, and bases are available that fit into the dovetail rearsight slots of specific auto pistol
models. The LED insert consists of a waterproof encapsulated microelectronic unit with goldplated
battery contacts extending out either side.

The battery fits into the bottom of the sight body and is enclosed when the sight is attached to a
mount base. When inserted, the positive side of the battery should be visible and the side of the
battery needs to be pressed against the contacts before being seated in its hole if the negative
contact is not properly situated in its recess or is bent out of position, it may touch the positive side
of the battery and the LED will not illuminate. The Optima 2000 uses a threevolt lithium type
CR2032 camera battery the same as the Burris SpeedDot. Tascos Optima 2000 sight comes with
standard base mount, snapon cover, adjustment tools, and battery; is fully adjustable for windage
and elevation and utilizes a small hex wrench with an index Microdial for precise measurements;
and its clean, cl ear dot definition allows a precision sight picture and encourages excellent groups.
The LED insert comes in two sizes 3.5 MOA for precision shooting and longer battery life and seven
MOA for actionpistol shooting and shotgun aerialtarget applications. LED change is available by
factory service; the two reticles are sold as different models. There are no manual brightness
controls. The LED insert senses ambient light and controls the output of the laser illumination to
give optimum visibility of the dot against the target. For unusually bright conditions, and in some
types of competition shooting, a brighter dot may be preferable. In that case two CR2016 batteries
may be used to provide a sixvolt power source instead of the standard three volts a single CR2032
provides. Battery life with the sixvolt setup is only about half of the standard threevolt system. Small
as it is, the Optima 2000 is nonetheless fully adjustable for windage and elevation using a tiny hex



wrench and a small plastic Microdial that fits over the wrench to provide an index for the amount of
adjustment. One adjustment interval on the dial equals one inch of reticle displacement at 20 yards.

http://www.peplex.it/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626d8dfb38274---
3m-x64-projector-user-manual.pdf

The test Optima 2000 came with the 3.5minute reticle, and I mounted it on a Colt Model 1911 in
9x23mm Winchester using an Aimtech gripreplacement base to check how precisely it would permit
aiming. With that gun and iron sights I get roughly 2.25 inch average groups at 25 yards, but with
the Optima 2000 the average for five fullmagazine strings at that distance was about 1.88 inches.
The Optima 2000 is manufactured in England and imported by Tasco. It is also available under other
brand names as the FirePoint sight and the Dr. Optik sight with somewhat different feature and
accessory sets. It represents the current stateoftheart in electronic sight miniaturization. We look at
the futuristic.450 Bushmaster and how it compares to the tried and true.4570. ISS Prop House gives
us the rundown on the guns used in Enemy at the Gate. We ping steel with a.300 WinMag at over a
mile. Next, we pit subsonic rivals against each other before stretching the legs of this CQB round out
to 600 yards from a short 9inch barrel. This means you have the option to read your magazine on
most popular phones and tablets. Authorized Dealer. The Burris FastFire.This Burris Reflex Sight is
perfect for mounting to your favorite handgun, shotgun or hunting rifle for greater accuracy and
faster target acquisition. Compact and lightweight. The Burris FastFire 3 Red Dot Weapon Sight
wont affect balance or handling. Plus it offers unlimited eye relief, parallaxfree 1x magnification and
incredibly simple operation. This Red Dot Sight by Burris offers upgraded features such as windage
and elevation adjustments that dont require any special tools or additional gunsmithing. The Burris
Fastfire III Tactical Red Dot Sight has a convenient power button with three levels of brightness. An
automatic brightness setting and battery access on the top of the sight, making it easier to change
the batteries.

The Burris Fastfire III Red Dot Tactical Rifle Sight is ideally suited for use on pistols and tactical
rifles where fast target acquisition is desired and will match up well with carbines. Lever guns and
shotguns. The Burris FastFire III Red Dot Sight is ruggedly designed. Impervious to the elements
and will hold up to years of punishing recoil.Authorized Dealer. The Burris FastFire.This Burris
Reflex Sight is perfect for mounting to your favorite handgun, shotgun or hunting rifle for greater
accuracy and faster target acquisition. Impervious to the elements and will hold up to years of
punishing recoil.Color and size information. Burris. more SpeedBead Red Dot Sight System Beretta
A400 Xplore 12 Gauge 300253. The radical SpeedBead System handles many of the factors that
make wingshooters miss. And turns poor shooters into good shooters and good shooters into great
ones. With the SpeedBead System, both the target and the red dot remain in focus. The innovative
mount puts the center of the optic directly in line with the ventilated rib, so altering your shooting
style is not necessary. Should the common CR2032 five year battery ever fail, you can revert to your
front bead without visual obstruction. Fits 12 gauge onlyFits Beretta A400 Xplor, 12 Ga. About us
Thanks for your interest. It is our goal to ensure that your purchase is processed and shipped as
smoothly and efficiently as possible. Not only is it our goal. It is our commitment. Feel free to
contact us if you have any questions we are here to help. Take care and stay safe. The eCop! Police
Supply eBay Team For more great deals checkout out our store. Shipping Your item will be
processed and shippedgenerally within 12 business days visit ourfor detailed information from one
of our multiple shipping centers located in the U.S. If you have purchased multiple items. Your entire
order may not ship in the same shipment or may not ship from the same shipping center.

Shipping transit times may varydependent on your proximity to the shipping center Domestic orders
are shipped via USPS, UPS or FedEx and tracking information will be provided. S Burris Fast Fire
Speed Bead Red Dot Reflex Sight Benelli SBE II 300240 The SpeedBead System handles many of
the.Shooting instructors emphasize the importance of proper stocktoshoulder fit and mounting the
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shotgun into exactly the same position every shot. Maintaining proper form on the trap range is one
thing. Maintaining it in the real world of flushing pheasants, quail, grouse, and fastflying waterfowl
is another. BRAND NEW HAS BEEN OPENED NEVER USED In case I made a typo in the description
above. You get the actual item in the photos below.Works great and fun to shoot. Posted with
RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf52%3E140244e2c350x104 Never made it to the range
with it. Its like new. I listed it asused because I cannot find the box. Only selling because Im selling
the rifle and They wont give me any more for it with the accessories. So might as well sell them
individually. Has Red. Green and Black sight, Tight lens covers, Good battery. USAlower 49 ONLY!
Since its coming off a 22LR it still has plenty of life left because its a really low recoiling rifle. This
sight is perfect for other rifles and AIRSOFT guns. Email me with any questions and I will respond
ASAP. I do not have the original packaging or payper work. Bought this sight less than a year ago.
There are zero blemishes on it. And it is in perfect condition. The PEPR mount has light mounting
marks on the base. Please note that the Fastfire III red dot is not included in this package, however
all other factory originals are included. The last two pics are of the reticle, one illuminated and one
without illumination. This scope is probably the best value in 14x scopes and has great features for
the money spent. The MTAC offers superb optical quality.

The image is crystal clear from edge to edge, with excellent color retention and great brightness.
Mechanical aspects.The rheostat illumination offers 10 brightness settings; including bright daylight
illumination suitable for use on sunny days. Adjustments are in.5 MOA click increments. Low profile
capped dials offer quick and accurate POI adjustment, without risking accidental adjustment due to
snagging. This is the most affordable 14x tactical scope that doesn’t skimp on quality. There are
dozens of excellent reviews about this scope online if a more detailed description is needed. Thanks
and please feel free to ask any questions! Sorry. NO SHIPPING OUTSIDE OF THE USA. Burris
brings added innovation with the Burris MTAC rifle scope. The MTAC is designed to stand up to the
hard use of tactical shooters. This scope features a superior light gathering glass than the TAC30.
These high quality lenses with hilume multicoatings provide a crisp, clear picture from dusk to
dawn. Another major improve The speed bead package includes 3 different height risers. A hard
cover, two sets of different length mounting screws and all needed hardware for mounting and
sighting in. Please let me know if you have any questions. Ive used it myself and its very accurate
and reliable. Its a perfect sight for handguns or shotguns, or as a backup option on a rifle. Because
its used. Theres a knick on the top left corner of the hoodshown in the pictures but no other marks
or scratches. This kit comes with mounting hardware. According to Burris The next generation of
FastFire RedDot is here with the introduction of the FastFire III. The popular FastFire II is even
better with upgraded features that include a top mounted battery1 CR1632 for easier battery.The
precision FastFire III allows for manual brightness adjustment and includes a protective cover and
battery.

Just like the rugged FastFire II, the FastFire III features a Steel body construction for extreme
durability and is 100% waterproof. The ultimate CQB sight is perfect for mounting on your pistol.
Shotgun or rifle, and includes a picatinnystyle mount.Runs off a CR2032 battery. Has a new one in it
and comes with 5 extra. Optic also comes with a Burris ARTER QD mount. This optic is in excellent
shape. Works great and holds a great zero. Youd be hard pressed to tell this one from a brand new
one. I have 100% feedback and offer free shipping so you can buy with confidence. Any questions
feel free to ask. USA buyers only please,thanks Protective cover, and Weaver 45 degree offset mount
FastFire sights are light. Small, and tough. They place a powerful, brightred dot on your target. Use
as a primary sight. Or pair on top of an existing optic or laser. The electronics and chassis of
FastFire sights are built tough. So they handle the abuse of competition and hunting. They’re all
waterproof and shockproof, and they’re covered by our Burris Forever Warranty Shared Features
Brightred dot allows for fast target acquisition and easy aiming Compact and lightweight. So it won’t



affect firearm balance or handling 1x magnification allows botheyesopen shooting. For enhanced
awareness and target acquisition Parallaxfree. For better accuracy Mounts to almost
anything—including handguns. Rifles, and shotguns—using Burris mounting systems Windage.With
lasting durability Indexmatched.It is damaged. The red dot illuminates fine but the battery cap
threads will not hold. The sight does have some scuffs and scratches. Burris lifetime warranties
some of their products but not sure if this qualifies. I dont really have use for this sight so I havent
tried to repair. Free Shipping Red dot optic, Model XTS135 in MINT ALMOST IMMACULATE
CONDITION, mounted in a Rock River Forward Offset Scope Mount. With Flipup Lens Covers The
sight is made of a 30 mm scope tube with a red.

5 MOA reticle dot sight with 11 brightness settings. It is powered by a a CR2032 battery. The optic
also comes with a Rock River brand forward offset scope mount ring that is a robust and very high
quality. Flip up lens covers are already installed. As currently set up you can cowitness iron sights
through the optic on this mount on a standard flattop AR. I bought this optic about 18 months ago. It
was mounted on a brand new AR rifle that only had about 50 rounds through it to breakin the barrel.
I am only selling the optic as I have sold the rifle it was mounted on and the buyer had his own
Aimpoint sight.. more This optic is in excellent condition with no scratches or scuffs except a few
human hair sized scuffs where you insert a coin to open the battery cover. Those VERY SMALL
scuffs are unavoidable and pictured in the included photos. The optic works great and holds zero
even when removing and reinstalling on an AR rail. Included are the original boxstill in its original
plastic All manuals and documentation and an almost new batterynever hurts to have a spare on
hand, but the battery is a very common size you can obtain even at most grocery stores Why pay
more than this. Plus tax and shipping for a brand new optic when this one is MINT and is already
mounted in a great scope mount with flipup lens covers. I will ship free to anywhere in the
continental United States. I am happy to ship to Hawaii. Alaska, however the buyer will pay the
actual shipping costs. Send a message to me if you would like me to calculated shipping outside the
continental United States. The optic is sold asis. With no returns accepted. Having that said, I
reserve the right to accept a return on a preapproved by me, casebycase basis, so long as the optic
is returned in exactly the same conditi Very lightly used and box kept. Great sight. And VERY clear
glass, I just needed a larger magnification. Rain cover on at all times. Picatinny protector cradles at
all times.

Photos speak for themselves. Comes with Box. Screw driver, and Scope Rail adaptor. Posted with Its
still an awesome sight. Glows red and green with the BDC. Mint shape, doesnt come with the box
and papers. What you see is what you get. g6.RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2B%3Eg6%3E14c0d4c594c0x110. Please read the description
before purchasing. If you order this online for pickup at your store, it will be available in 12 business
days. Any item in stock and not at your store, can be ordered online for pickup in 57 business
days.We do not ship from the store locations. Be the first to review this product!For items only
available at distribution or other sources, the ship time may be up to 10 business days. For items
only available at the manufacturer, the leadtime may be a few weeks or longer depending on
availability. If you need faster shipment, we can ship 2nd Day or Next Day for an extra charge.
Products that have free shipping only applies to the lower 48 states. In some circumstances,
especially during sales and after weekends, we may not get your order shipped in the time specified.
Please rest assured that we will ship your item as soon as we can. For details, see our Lifetime
Warranty Policy. It may take longer for the credit to appear in your account depending on your bank.
Most items that are in stock ship within 35 days after receipt of your returned item, but may take
longer depending on availability. Impact Guns will send you a return shipping label for the return.
When returning an item, please add package tracking and adequate insurance. The popular FastFire
II is even better with upgraded features that include a top mounted battery CR2032. FastFire III
models have three manual brightness settings and an automatic brightness setting with. The worst



weather. Oppressively bright sun. Pitch darkness. The repeated recoil of automatic weapons.
Whatever extremes you have to deal with, the XTS135.
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